
 

Our commitment to you 

as independent education improvement professionals 
 

Our values will inform our behaviour as we work alongside you to identify, clarify and respond to 

your development needs. In order to do this effectively we will: 
 

 

Develop a 

shared moral 

purpose 

 

 

We believe in integrity, trust, accountability and honesty.  We are fair and ethical 

in our dealings.  We show respect and earn it by building effective relationships, 

the foundation of all sustained improvement.  

We promote simplicity, clarity, innovation and reflective practice. 

 

What will HELP What will HINDER 

Discussing the proposal and contract openly 

and honestly 

Hiding elements of our intentions,  

Creating an agreed, written, programme of 

work and specific contract with you 

Unclear or non-negotiable contractual 

arrangements 

Having measurable and meaningful outcomes 

for both content and process 

Unrealistic expectations, or vague aims, leading to 

unintended consequences 

Being explicit about principles and ethics 

(Clarifying  WHY? prior to WHAT and HOW) 

Over-emphasising ends to the detriment of means 

Communicating a transparent approach to fees 

and charges  

Hidden costs and unexpected charges at the 

invoicing stage 

Simple guarantees Complicated contractual arrangements 

 

 

Work 

alongside 

you 

 

We know our best work will be collaborative and tailored to your needs. We 

recognise we are not a permanent part of your workplace and that you know 

your circumstance and culture best.  We will bring our experience, knowledge 

and understanding of leadership and learning to support and challenge you as 

you develop, or sustain improvement and progress. 

 

What will HELP What might HINDER 

Our inclusive and cooperative mindset Only responding to individual perspectives 

Listening to you and your colleagues first Offering solutions that work elsewhere 

Being role models for those we work with A mismatch between what we say and do 

Selecting bespoke and appropriate 

interventions 

Using “one size fits all” and “off the shelf” 

approaches 



 
 

 

Promote 

leadership and 

learning 

 

 

We believe the best leaders are learners who look at what they do with a view 

to doing it better next time. We also know that the best learners are leaders 

too, because they are willing and able to collaborate and inspire others in their 

endeavours. We thrive in working interdependently, making connections, 

networking and openly sharing ideas, materials and strategies.  

 

What will HELP What might HINDER 

Picturing the whole workplace as a learning 

environment (having a systems thinking 

approach) 

Only working in one area, or, focusing on one 

piece of the jig-saw, to the detriment , or exclusion 

of others. 

Building a community of practice where 

success is celebrated and failure studied 

Looking to champion and emulate success and 

denying, or ignoring, lessons from failure 

Seeing everyone linked, or involved with the 

workplace as learners and potential leaders 

Working only with individuals or the willing and 

motivated, thereby missing key perceptions. 

Working interdependently Working independently 

Building in monitoring and self-evaluation Just doing the task at hand 

 

 

Think  

long term 

 

 

Whilst our work with you will be limited, our focus will always be on the long 

term for you and your workplace. We are practical, imaginative and energetic 

about ways to build your and your colleagues’ capacity to make and sustain 

improvement.  We will look for short and midterm gains but will always keep 

your overall vision and purpose in focus. 

 

What will HELP What might HINDER 

Clarifying your long term vision Concentrating on the urgent, not the important 

Keeping the bigger picture in mind Focusing only on the here and now 

Being persistent in identifying need Jumping to conclusions 

Looking to develop existing strengths Seeking change for the sake of change 

Seeking strategic and capacity building 

approaches that sustain improvement 

Looking only for quick fixes, or short term 

remedies – treating symptoms not causes 

 


